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Properties and Rapid Consolidation of Binderless Nanostuctured NbC
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A dense nanostructured NbC hard material with a relative density of up to 98% was produced within 2
minutes from a mechanically activated powder by the simultaneous application of a pressure of 80 MPa
and a pulsed current corresponding to 2800 A. With increasingly fine initial NbC powder size, accordingly
higher density and superior mechanical properties were obtained. The fracture toughness and hardness values
obtained were 6.0 MPa·m1/2 and 2134 kg/mm2, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metal carbides have been used for optical coatings, electri-
cal contacts, and diffusion barriers[1] due to their optical,
electronic, and magnetic properties. Among these carbides,
niobium carbide is a very important material with promising
properties, such as outstanding hardness, a high melting
point (3610°C), good resistance to chemical attack, good cat-
alytic properties, and excellent electronic conductivity.[2-4]

Therefore, it can find applications in many fields, such as
mechanical, chemical, and microelectronic industries. 

Offering wide functional diversity and exhibiting enhanced
or different properties compared with bulk materials, nano-
structured materials have been widely investigated.[5,6] In
particular, in the case of nanostructured ceramics, the pres-
ence of a large fraction of grain boundaries can lead to
unusual or better mechanical, electrical, optical, sensing,
magnetic, and biomedical properties.[7-13] Recently, nanoc-
rystalline powders have been developed by co-precipitation,
a thermochemical and thermomechanical process referred to
as the spray conversion process (SCP), and high energy mill-
ing.[14,15] The grain size in sintered materials, however,
becomes substantially larger than that in pre-sintered pow-
ders due to fast grain growth during the conventional sinter-
ing process. Even if the initial particle size is less than 100
nm, the grain size increases rapidly up to 500 nm or larger
during conventional sintering.[16] Therefore, controlling grain
growth during sintering is one of the keys to commercial

success of nanostructured materials. In this regard, the
pulsed current activated sintering method, whereby dense
materials can be fabricated within 2 min, has been shown to
be effective in achieving this goal.[17] 

The sintering temperature of a high energy mechanically
milled powder is lower then that of an unmilled powder, due
to an increase in the reactivity, internal and surface energy,
and surface area of the former, which all contribute to its so-
called mechanical activation.[18-20]

In this work, we investigated the fabrication of a nanopo-
wder and the sintering of NbC by the PCAS method without
the use of a binder. In addition, we also studied the effect of
ball milling on the sintering behavior and mechanical prop-
erties of binderless NbC.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Niobium carbide powder with 99% purity and a grain size
of <10 µm was supplied by Alfa Company. The powder was
first milled in a high-energy ball mill (Pulverisette-5 plane-
tary mill) at 250 rpm for various periods of time (0, 1, 4, 10
hr). Tungsten carbide balls (8.5 mm in diameter) were used
in a sealed cylindrical stainless steel vial under an argon
atmosphere. The weight ratio of balls-to-powder was 30:1.
Milling resulted in a significant reduction of the grain size.
The powder size of NbC decreased with increasing milling
time, as shown in Fig. 1. The grain size of the NbC was cal-
culated from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
the diffraction peak by C. Suryanarayana and M. Grant
Norton’s formula.[21] The average grain sizes of the NbC*Corresponding author: ijshon@chonbuk.ac.kr
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milled for 1 h, 4 h, and 10 h determined by C. Suryanarayana
and M. Grant Norton’s formula were about 33 nm, 25 nm,
and 21 nm, respectively. 

After milling, the powders were placed in a graphite die
(outside diameter, 45 mm; inside diameter, 20 mm; height,
40 mm) and then introduced into the PCAS apparatus.[17]

The PCAS apparatus includes a 30 kW power supply that
provides a pulsed current (on time = 20 µs, off time = 10 µs)
through the sample and applies a uniaxial pressure of 50 kN.
The system was first evacuated and a uniaxial pressure of 80
MPa was applied. The induced current was then activated
and maintained until the densification rate was negligible, as
indicated by the real-time output of the shrinkage of the sam-
ple. The shrinkage was determined by a linear gauge mea-
suring the vertical displacement. The temperatures were
measured by a pyrometer focused on the surface of the
graphite die. At the end of the process, the induced current
was turned off and the sample was cooled to room tempera-
ture. The process was carried out under a vacuum of 4 × 10-2

Torr.
The relative density of the sintered sample was measured

by the Archimedes method. Microstructural information was
obtained from product samples, which had been polished
and etched using Murakami’s reagent (10 g potassium ferri-
cyanide, 10 g NaOH, and 100 mL water) for 1 min at room
temperature. Compositional and microstructural analyses of
the products were performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in conjunction
with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The variations of the shrinkage displacement and temper-

ature with heating time for 2800 A during sintering via high
energy ball milled WC under a pressure of 80 MPa are
shown in Fig. 2. In all cases, thermal expansion occurred
with the application of pulsed current, and shrinkage thereaf-
ter increased due to consolidation. The shrinkage initiation
temperature varied from 800°C to 1300°C depending on the
milling time. The temperature at which shrinkage started

Fig. 1. TEM micrographs of the pure NbC powder with milling times of: (a) 0 h, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and (d) 10 h.

Fig. 2. Variations of temperature and shrinkage with heating time dur-
ing sintering of the binderless NbC powder with milling times of 0 h,
1 h, 4 h, and 10 h.
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decreased with increasing milling time, and the high energy
ball milling affected the rate of densification and the final
density. The sintering temperature of the high energy
mechanical milled NbC is lower than that of the unmilled
powder, due to increases in the reactivity, internal and sur-
face energy, and surface area of the powder, which all con-
tribute to its mechanical activation.[18-20]

Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of the NbC after sinter-
ing for all four powders used in this work. Only NbC phase
is present. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
diffraction peak in the sintered NbC increased with increas-
ing milling time, due to grain refinement. The average grain

sizes of the NbC heated to 1330°C, as calculated by C. Sury-
anarayana and M. Grant Norton’s formula, were roughly 466
nm, 235 nm, 139 nm, and 76 nm for the samples with mill-
ing times of 0 h, 1 h, 4 h, and 10 h, and their corresponding
relative densities were approximately 89%, 95%, 96%, and
98%, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 show the effects of the ball milling time on
the microstructure of the NbC sintered under a pressure of
80 MPa and a pulsed current corresponding to 2800 A. From
Fig. 5, it is seen that NbC consists of a nanophase. 

It is believed that the rapid sintering of the highly dense,
binderless NbC by PCAS can be explained as follows. The
role played by the pulsed current has been variously inter-
preted, with the effect being explained in terms of the fast
heating rate due to Joule heating, the presence of a plasma in
the pores separating the powder particles, and the intrinsic
contribution of the current to the mass transport.[22-25] 

Vickers hardness measurements were performed on pol-
ished sections of the NbC samples using a load of 10 kgf and
a dwell time of 15 s. Indentations with sufficiently large
loads produced radial cracks emanating from the corners of
the indent. The length of these cracks permits the fracture
toughness of the material to be estimated using Anstis’
expression.[26] The Vickers hardnesses of the NbC samples
ball milled for 1 h, 4 h, and 10 h were 1154 kg/mm2, 1576
kg/mm2, and 2134 kg/mm2, and their fracture toughnesses
were 8 MPa·m1/2, 7 MPa·m1/2, and 6 MPa·m1/2, respectively.
These values represent the averages of ten measurements,
respectively. The hardness of the NbC was remarkably
increased by refinement of the grain size, without a signifi-
cant decrease of the fracture toughness.

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the binderless NbC obtained by sintering var-
ious milled powders: (a) 0 h, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and (d) 10 h.

Fig. 4. FE-SEM micrographs of pure NbC obtained by sintering various milled powders: (a) 0 h, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and (d) 10 h.
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4. SUMMARY 

A nanopowder was fabricated by high energy ball milling.
A dense nanostructured NbC was obtained within 2 min
from a mechanically activated NbC powder by pulsed cur-
rent activated sintering. The sintering temperature of the
high energy mechanically milled NbC was lower than that of
the unmilled powder. The relative densities of the NbC sam-
ples with milling times of 0 h, 1 h, 4 h, and 10 h were
approximately 89%, 95%, 96%, and 98%, respectively. The
Vickers hardness and fracture toughness of the NbC
obtained from the milled powder by sintering for 10 h were
2134 kg/mm2 and 6.0 MPa.m1/2, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. FE-SEM micrographs of the pure NbC obtained by sintering
the 10 h milled powder.


